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**Editor's Note:** The following is the fourth of a series of edited excerpts taken from the diary of University President Theodore Hesburgh during his recent trip to El Salvador as part of the United States official observer team for the Salvadoran elections.

**Focus**

**Leonard Woodcock**

"The Soviet conventional weapon in Europe cannot be counted except by physical nuclear weapons. There is candid talk of a 'limited nuclear war,' one which the U.S. leaders feel can be uniquely contained in Europe. But the U.S. leaders feel can be uniquely contained in Europe. It is surely people in Europe and not the Soviets who will be fighting the war."

---

**St. Mary's elects hall officers**

**By KELLI FLINT**

Executive News Editor

A "very disappointing" fifty-six percent of those eligible voted in hall elections at Saint Mary's College yesterday. The system is set up so that students must initial the dorm room they will live in next year before voting, according to Elektron Commissioner Monica Gugle.

"This involves paying the housing list until a part of the room is found, which holds everything up," Gugle said. "I'd like to find a more efficient system." Gugle noted that in many cases, students refused to vote. "One girl said she would not vote because the candidate in her hall (Holy Cross) ran unopposed," she added.

Students were also to vote between 7 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. in the La Manz Hall lobby and during all meals in the dining hall.

The Laden Georgen ticket will face Lorenzini Clark, tentative election for LeMans Hall Monday.

Patricia Sager and Mary Pat Hoffman were the uncontested winners in Holy Cross Hall, with "well over" the 50 percent plus one requirement, according to Gugle. Michele Manion and Patricia Nolan were elected to McCandles Hall office. The Augusta Hall offices, in addition to having a Vice President, also have a Secretary, Treasurer, and Public Relations Director.

---

**WASHINGTON (AP) -** With her warships near the Falkland Islands, the British are poised to sow the dependency of South Georgia, Great Britain presented to the Reagan Administration yesterday a plan seen as a final answer to avoid new bloodshed with Argentina.

As Foreign Secretary, Francis Pym outlined London's latest proposal to Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr., British destroyers and troops were reported ready to strike at South Georgia, the Falklands dependency defended by an estimated 300 to 500 Argentine invaders.

South Georgia is 800 miles east of the Falklands, and about 1100 miles off the coast of Argentina. It was captured by Argentine forces a day after the invasion of the main islands April 2.

British defense sources said the entire 61-ship armada in the South Atlantic would go on full war alert tonight when it came within striking range of Argentine aircraft.

Pum said upon his arrival in Washington that Britain is committed to a peaceful outcome, if at all possible. "We will do everything we can to try to find a peaceful settlement to the dispute," he told reporters.

But he also said there are "real differences and real obstacles" to a solution.

---

**Campus Scream erupts on South quad**

**By DAVID SARPHIE**

News Editor

Note Dame exploded in a near-riot last night as several hundred students rampaged through the campus, shouting insults at dorms along the way.

Ushering in An Tostal's Frivolous Friday, the campus-wide scream began shortly before midnight. A group of dozens excitement, soon headed past LaFortune on its way to the South Quad.

Arriving at Alumni Hall, the North Quad mob found representatives from the Student Activities Office at the screaming confrontation ensued. After the two groups exchanged insults for several minutes, they joined forces in a loud tour of the South Quad dorms, aiming insults at each dorm along the route.

Third-floor residents of Howard Hall were the only ones who countered the attack, splashing water on unlucky screamers passing under the arches.

Heading past the Administration Building the group hoped to find University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh working late in his office. "We want Ted!" the group chanted. It was to no avail, however.

An Total event will continue this afternoon with various activities planned on the South Quad.
I'm mad, Indiana Bell
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"I'm Eddie Chiles, and I'm MAD, mad about..."

So began a series of radio spots a few years back by the crusty and self-made Dallas oilman Eddie Chiles. Every morning Chiles would blab about something, usually the plagued of "big gob'ment." Nary was there a subject that escaped Chiles' scrutiny; his grievances ranged from the munis to the universal.

Many of Chiles' complaints were anti-government stand, however, it seemed that many more concentrated in the evening after the counter-cults began, motorists in our hometown Houston began sporting. "I'm Mad Too, Eddie" bumper stickers by the thousands. I found it hard not to listen to Chiles myself, even for myself thought some of his complaints were minor. I respected him for taking a stand - for having the courage to speak up.

Chiles' minor complaints had an effect on me. I only now understand. They convinced me that Chiles was a realist, someone who can get as mad as I can about problems that require so little to correct; only someone would get his/her respective ear in line. The effective part about Chiles' touch of down-to-earth gripping is that it made me respect his more serious complaints that much more. After all, this was a person who could say, "I may like you, man," and indeed have some idealist who only drops off Cloud 9 for meals.

At Notre Dame, I had thought that the small gripe was indeed an honorable one, for I felt that the concern shown by both students and faculty towards arms reduction, Third World explora- tion and the like more than proved our concern for issues and problems outside of Notre Dame. Apparently, some don't agree. A recent letter to the editor called on students to attend to "more pressing issues" than kegs or the center student or the NDP fund-raiser. Said the letter, "Overacting on self-centered, minor causes will only enhance our integrity as a student force when acting on the major issues."

On the contrary, I believe activity of any kind lends to the overall reputation of the Notre Dame community. The year-old Brezhnev has long been rumored to be in poor health and was reported to have been hospitalized late Friday night. As the right elbow up the three steps leading to the platform where he and others gathered for the celebration of V. Lenin's birthday in the Kremlin Palace of Congresses. Brezhnev, wearing a dark blue suit bedecked with medals, walked without assistance across the stage to his place beneath a giant white bust of Lenin and behind the rostrum. The ceremony was broadcast live on television.

A 30-YEAR-OLD Montana native will become the first deaf parish priest in the country tomorrow when he is ordained in a ceremony that will include sign language. Rev. Raymond H. Fleming is to be ordained by Rev. Konrad and Randy Fass. The ceremony was broadcast live.

The ceremony. The contrary, I believe activity of any kind lends to the overall reputation of the Notre Dame community. The year-old Brezhnev has long been rumored to be in poor health and was reported to have been hospitalized late Friday night. As the right elbow up the three steps leading to the platform where he and others gathered for the celebration of V. Lenin's birthday in the Kremlin Palace of Congresses. Brezhnev, wearing a dark blue suit bedecked with medals, walked without assistance across the stage to his place beneath a giant white bust of Lenin and behind the rostrum. The ceremony was broadcast live on television.

A 30-YEAR-OLD Montana native will become the first deaf parish priest in the country tomorrow when he is ordained in a ceremony that will include sign language. Rev. Raymond H. Fleming is to be ordained by Rev. Konrad and Randy Fass. The ceremony was broadcast live.
Israeli air strikes continue in Lebanon

BEIRUT, LEBANON (AP) - Radical Palestinians cloistered yesterday for violent reprisals for the Israeli bombardment of Southern Lebanon but PLO Chief Yasser Arafat and his domin­ant Fatah faction appeared to have renied in the extremists. Palestine Liberation Organ­ization officials said privately no military action will be under­taken against Northern Israel towns from Southern Lebanon.

Israeli jets flew over Beirut on three reconnaissance flights yesterday, drawing anti­aircraft fire from Israeli residents in the hours for shelter.

The attacks, meanwhile, strove to re-establish the cease-fire that was broken when Israeli jets blasted Palesti­nian strongholds near Beirut and damaged the Syrian MiG-28 fighters over eastern Lebanon. Local police figures show 284-5717 people killed and 60 wounded in the attacks Wednesday afternoon.

"We are working hard to re-establish and maintain the cease-fire," said U.S. Ambas­sador Robert Dillin after a 45-minute meeting here with Lebanese Foreign Minister Fuad Durry.

The 9-month-old truce was spon­sored by both the United Nations and the United States to halt a cross-border battle between Israel and the PLO, and a massive air attack that killed nearly 100 people in a Palestin­ian-controlled Beirut neighborhood.

Syria vowed to continue any new Israeli attack.

"Syria asserts anew it will not tolerate any new Israeli mili­tary move in Lebanon," ac­cording to a statement from the Soviet-backed government broadcast on State radio in Damascus. "Arab skies will not be open to every provo­cation irrespective of costs, massacres or whatever it takes."

The Syrians maintain a 30,000-man army in Lebanon under an Arab League mandate to police a civil war amitice between rightist Christians and an alliance of leftists and Palestinians.

Israel said Wednesday's air assaults were a retaliation for a chain of alleged PLO violations of the cease-fire but the PLO and the Lebanese government said the attacks were unpro­voked.

Radar stations, arms depots, training bases and artillery positions were hit hard by Israeli jets on bombing and rocketing runs along an 18-mile stretch of the Mediterranean coast south of Beirut.

One heavily-bombed training base was in the town of Hamioud, 18 miles southeast of Beirut. Wrecked artillery pieces, burned rocket launchers and the shells of mobiles were strewn about the area.

In some places along the coast yesterday, the hillsides close to the beaches bristled with light anti-aircraft guns and mobile guns and were constant patrol near refugee camps and on the highway.

Judge claims company created monopoly

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP) - A federal judge ruled yesterday that the nation's largest hospital chain has used its market power to keep small competitors from entering the market and making pricing policies for the nation's hospitals.

In a case filed by four states and the U.S. District Judge Douglas W. Hillman ruled that a contract American Hospital Supply Corp. signed with Voluntary Hospi­tals of America was anti­competitive.

Hillman awarded $250,658 in damages to the smaller competi­tors of American Hospital, saying the contract was an attempt to monopolize or re­strain trade in medical and surgical supplies in Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky and Indiana.

American Hospital Supply, based in Evanston, Ill., sells 480 products ranging from syringes to surgery gowns nationwide and also does business in Europe and the Far East. It had 1981 sales of $1.1 billion.

"If the opinion sends a message to the hospitals that they have an obligation to be highly competitive in buying their supplies...it may well be that (the opinion) has a secondary practical impact in reducing hospital costs," Hillman said in an interview yesterday.

Because most medical ex­penses are paid by insurance companies and the government, "people generally have not been concerned about costs," the judge said.

George Bocelli, president of Randell Surgi­cal Inc. of Louisville, Ky., one of the plaintiffs, said the lawsuit was "a battle for the industry as a whole." He said consumers were the winners, adding, "A compet­itive environment brings bene­fits to the consumer."

"It's too bad the court is not being studied to see if an appeal is desir­able," American Hospital Supply counsel said.

We would respectfully dis­agree with Judge Hillman," said W. Donald McSweeney, a lawyer for American Hospital Supply Corp. "We are disappointed with this finding."

Voluntary Hospitals of America is a "price-making representative of the largest group of non-profit hospitals in the nation, with 31 hospitals in 22 states.

Under the contract with American Hospital Supply, rebates were to be paid to facilities bought large quantities of goods. The rebates were based on total purchases by the group, so individual hospitals did not know at the time of purchase whether they would get rebates.
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Social Security

WASHINGTON (AP)- House Democrats have indicated they will agree to a three-month delay in this summer's Social Security cost-of-living increase as part of a budget compromise if President Reagan takes the lead in proposing it, congressional sources said yesterday.

In addition, House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. said Democrats have outlined to White House and congressional negotiators several steps to shore up the Social Security System, including transferring revenue from excise taxes into the pension system.

That proposal "didn't see the light of day with regard to the opposition," O'Neill said, who added, "I'm not optimistic" about chances for a budget compromise.

There was no indication how the suggestion for delaying the inflation increase scheduled for July was received, although administration officials have said Reagan will not accept any change in Social Security without a strong bipartisan agreement first in Congress.

Even so, word that Rep. Richard Bailing, D-MO, had floated several ideas at a White House bargaining sessions Wednesday night led Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker, Jr., to tell reporters that negotiators were making progress.

"I say that because I think there's been some movement on both sides," said Baker, R-Tenn.

Treasury Secretary Donald Regan, another negotiator, also said he was hopeful, adding, "Something has to be done about the deficits." Sources, asking not to be identified, said none of Bailing's proposals were in writing and administration and Republican bargaining were expected to press for details at a mid-afternoon bargaining session.

Ironically, the new ideas surfaced as some negotiators discussed dropping efforts at drafting a detailed compromise in favor of a simpler approach to reducing deficits.

Under this approach, the White House and Congress would agree on a deficit target for each of the next three years and on how much spending should be cut and taxes should be raised to reach the goal.

Congress would then pass legislation to meet the targets.

Until now, negotiators had been attempting to agree on a detailed plan to reduce deficits to $98 billion in 1983 and $40 billion in 1985. Without action by congress, the deficits will reach $180 billion this year and $240 billion in 1985, officials say.

Elements of a proposal under discussion include a 4 percent income tax surcharge for upper income taxpayers, an oil import fee on domestic products and other measures.
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Pact countries. Why then should the Western European countries lie defenseless to Soviet nuclear arms? And, more importantly, why cannot Western Europe develop its own conventional defensive forces and remove the necessity of absolute reliance on nuclear arms? Woodcock then spoke on his role as the first ambassador to the People's Republic of China, and the history of U.S. China relationship since the 1949 Communist takeover of China. "China was shutoff from the U.S. after the takeover and a year later was considered the enemy with the start of the Korean War," said Woodcock. "In 1972, the door was once again open to China by President Nixon. But U.S. only held the door until 1978, when President Carter endorsed me to begin normalization talks with the Republic."

Concluding, Woodcock felt that the relations between the U.S. and China can be improved even more.

...Arms

continued from page 1

A Snite Museum Tour

Sponsored by the

ND Women's Caucus

June 27-29, 1982

at Main Entrance

Refreshments following

Taylor-
Happy Birthday
Kalua or Lambuscio?
love, Ryan

Cello
For Sale

call 234-9974
Sanai withdrawal

Israeli soldiers oust squatters

(AP)-Israeli soldiers wrestled 300 shouting, weeping Jewish squatters from the roof of an apartment building yesterday, clearing the way for bulldozers to raze the town before Israel withdraws from the Sinai Desert.

Soldiers backed by riot police swarmed up ladders and struggled with the squatters for half an hour. Three days before Israel withdraws from the Sinai, it was another skirmish in what has been an unprecedented spectacle of Israeli soldiers in conflict with Jews.

There were no casualties. The squatters, who had moved into Yamit in recent months hoping to stop the withdrawal from what they regarded as Israeli territory, set tires afire, threw sand and tried to topple the ladders with poles.

Firemen drove them back with torrents of foam and seawater, permitting the troops to gain the rooftops and corral the resisters.

Their eviction appeared to break the back of the two-day-old struggle to keep Yamit Israeli.

The army's only remaining challenge was to oust about a dozen squatters who had barricaded themselves atop a 100-foot-high war memorial.

An Tostal Schedule

FRIVOLOUS FRIDAY
Afternoon events on South Quad - Check booklets for details
Recess 8 p.m. - 11 p.m. Stepan Center
Midnite Movie - Airplane! 12 midnight - Stepan Center - Free
Irish Pub - Pat Heiden Quartet 9 p.m. - 12 midnight - Senior Bar
SUNNY SATURDAY
Picnic and Games - 11:30 a.m. - North Quad
Mudpits - Various Events - Check booklets for details

- Chartel Procession begins at 1 p.m.
- Irish Feis - Citizen Kane Band - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. - Stepan Center - $2.50
- Irish Pub - 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. Senior Bar
- Women's Bookstore Basketball Finals - 11:30 a.m. - Behing the ACC
- All-Star Basketball Game - 1 p.m. - Behing the ACC
- Men's Bookstore Basketball Finals - 5 p.m. - Behing the ACC

PLITT THEATRES OF INDIANA

Town & Country

2340 N. Hickory Rd. 255-9090


The ultimate in sight and sound. Now, re-recorded in new digital stereo.

WALT DISNEY'S

FANTASIA

ALL FRESHMEN,
SOPHOMORES,
AND JUNIORS

ATTENDED
IN JOINING THE
ARTS AND
LETTERS
STUDENT
ADVISORY
COUNCIL
FOR NEXT YEAR
CALL
MIME 1037
Tekk 7073
BEFORE
MONDAY, APRIL 26
...Hesburgh

When a good friend borrows your car, the tank may not come back full. But the trunk does.

When you get paid back with interest like this, it sort of makes you wish he'd borrow things more often. Open up a few cold ones and toast a guy who really knows how to return a favor.

Tonight, let it be Löwenbräu.

Löwenbräu. Here's to good friends.
Why Notre Dame coeducation is failing

Though women have been officially admitted to Notre Dame and graduate colleges for 16 years, the Administration has failed to implement meaningful coeducation. Academic, athletic and social competition, which Paul R. McGinn

Roper Review

were nonexistent at Notre Dame and would come the prime source of tension between men and female students. When women entered Notre Dame in the fall of 1967, the so-called "female element," which had been brought to campus, suddenly appeared on the eastern side of U.S. 31.

Because of this tension, the dreams which just materialized ten years ago have become nightmares of sexual repression and insecurity. Women brought social and intellectual vitality to a campus sinking in the dung of static tradition. Suddenly, long hair and sandals lost their radical significance. Female dominance such as Walsh and Dougherty appeared to threaten women. Alumni hoped it would end there—but it did not.

Soon women proved themselves across the board. They were up to the supposed male challenge—and for the good reason. The women were from the upper crust of their respective high schools.

While many men continued to gain entrance solely on the basis of the unbalanced sex ratio, women faced rigorous standards set by the high caliber of the female applicants themselves.

Once admitted, women faced the sheer male-dominated community. Their dorms, curriculums became more than mere tests of talent; they became tests of will and endurance against the overwhelming male majority.

For nearly all of these women, the maleness of Notre Dame is quite a change from high school, where the number of women approximately equaled the number of men. In that type of environment, women felt secure and better able to express themselves.

But Notre Dame shatters that security as the woman faces male indoctrination. Faced with this challenge to full womanhood, many women lose a real sense of security and are forced to adopt a defensive posture in order to save their identities.

Any attempt to work together with the male student body results in blocking, whereby women vote as one group.

Individual women who attempt to change the system become swallowed by the male majority. Because men comprise such a large majority, they are able to seem pluralistic. Only when men go at each other's throats is a united female contingent able to overturn the men.

A prime example of male dominance concerns the office of student body president. In all the ten years women have attended Notre Dame, no woman has ever been elected SBP. Through this inability to accept female superiors, men strip the minority of meaningful power and prestige.

If men choose to argue the cause of male dominance, they need only point to the outdated male-oriented traditions of the Roman Catholic Church.

After pointing to this perceived sense of sexual disparity, Notre Dame men easily laugh off their sexual exploitation, much as 19th-century Southern planters laughed off slavery. Truly, democratic principles and religion, once cherished for exploitation of the Black man have become tools of sexual discrimination. Thoough a fifty-fifty male-female ratio would truly alleviate the unnatural tension on campus, quotas themselves would invariably discriminate against qualified students. The men will, of course, continue to form the majority, but in time, daughters of alumnae will begin to supplant sons of alumni.

Only when women feel secure enough to assert themselves as individuals in a natural setting will Notre Dame become truly coeducational. But that day seems far off.

P.O. Box Q

Reply to Musumeci editorial column

Dear Editor:

It was disheartening to read Joe Musumeci's abuse of the ND Student Theatre production of Cabaret. He states that the current "fatham" what makes "productions such as these so much more desirable than the performances of the ND/SMC Theater such as Wild Duck and American Buffalo. I wonder if Mr. Musumeci is aware that the longest running shows on Broadway are, in fact, classics, such as Cabaret? Why was Cabaret such a success on the NBC campus? Probably because of the phenomenon talent and effort of the director Jeff Mousseau, producer Ed McNally, choreographer Colleen Quinn, vocal director Anita Ramker, and conductor Bob O'Dell, it may also be due to the talent and theatrical reputation of cast members such as Mike Kelly, Frank Gabriele, Doo Wintz, Betsy Quinn, Paul Apollonio and John Davenport. Would we be out of line in saying that the performance of the freshness sensation Ura Jones had a bit to do with the success of Cabaret?

Mr. Musumeci also questioned whether most of the audience was able to see Jeff Mousseau's interpretation of Cabaret or whether they were three mezzo-soprano singing and dancing and "several scantily clad women doing high kicks." The singing, dancing and costuming were all key concepts in Jeff's interpretation of Cabaret and I am surprised that a theatre enthusiast such as Mr. Musumeci did not realize this obvious conclusion to the production.

I agree that it is unfortunate that not all ND/SMC Theatre productions are not as well attended as was Cabaret, but downplaying the success of this show is a poor attempt to upstage the lesser success of others.

Margie Fink

Author's note: Odd I should have worried about interpretation of theatre when the problem seems to be interpretation of my writing. At no point did I "abuse" Cabaret nor did I downplay its success. In fact, I was lion that I was not going to under-rate a fine production and that I enjoyed the show very much. I might also point out that Mousseau, Quinn, Davenport, and Apollonio, to name only a few, have also done fine work with the ND/SMC Theatre, in shows which most of Cabaret's patrons did not see fit to attend.

Joe Musumeci

The Observer
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Kasimierz Braun, guest artist from Wroclaw, Poland, is presently directing The Card Index by Tadeusz Rozewicz, the final play of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Theatre Subscription Series. Original departmental plans called for the famed plans called for the famed play of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Theatre Subscription Series, but Tadeusz Rozewicz, the final director of the Contemporary Shakespeare comedy, but his decision to depart…

Dr. Braun is the Artistic Director of the Contemporary Theatre in Wroclaw, Poland. He has won numerous prizes and awards internationally. He has also published many essays and books on the subjects of contemporary culture, theatre, acting, directing, and theatrical space. Professor Braun has chosen a play that is a contemporary classic that is a contemporary inexactness, amplified by male bodies moving with such enforcement of martial law.

Dr. Braun is the Artistic Director of the Contemporary Theatre in Wroclaw, Poland. He has won numerous prizes and awards internationally. He has also published many essays and books on the subjects of contemporary culture, theatre, acting, directing, and theatrical space. Professor Braun has chosen a play that is a contemporary classic that is a contemporary inexactness, amplified by male bodies moving with such enforcement of martial law.

Dr. Braun is the Artistic Director of the Contemporary Theatre in Wroclaw, Poland. He has won numerous prizes and awards internationally. He has also published many essays and books on the subjects of contemporary culture, theatre, acting, directing, and theatrical space. Professor Braun has chosen a play that is a contemporary classic that is a contemporary inexactness, amplified by male bodies moving with such enforcement of martial law.

Dr. Braun is the Artistic Director of the Contemporary Theatre in Wroclaw, Poland. He has won numerous prizes and awards internationally. He has also published many essays and books on the subjects of contemporary culture, theatre, acting, directing, and theatrical space. Professor Braun has chosen a play that is a contemporary classic that is a contemporary inexactness, amplified by male bodies moving with such enforcement of martial law.

Dr. Braun is the Artistic Director of the Contemporary Theatre in Wroclaw, Poland. He has won numerous prizes and awards internationally. He has also published many essays and books on the subjects of contemporary culture, theatre, acting, directing, and theatrical space. Professor Braun has chosen a play that is a contemporary classic that is a contemporary inexactness, amplified by male bodies moving with such enforcement of martial law.
A tradition of grace

“Hookers” is their trade name. “Lilies of the alley,” James Joyce called them. “Pavement provocettes,” after the popular musical by Rodgers and Hammerstein favored by Johnny Carson. Flowers in the French with a capital “F” was how they were coldly defined by Tull. Indeed, how they are crisply denigrated by the English. Generally, the hope is high they’re going to make it big in show business or literature, they get a better press than priests do.

Rev. Robert Griffin

letters to a lonely god

A Protestant once said: “The Catholic Church is the only regularly organized organization in the world that isn’t easily to tarts.” That isn’t a bad credential for the Catholic Church to have. Much can be forgiven an organization that isn’t beauty. It doesn’t help minority groups to seminariate them. The last week’s change of pace in the rock trivia. My editor was

The Observer Features Section

One of the wistfulness of the Primavera String Quartet performing Mozart’s “Quartet in C Major, K. 465” last night in Saint Mary’s Little Theatre. [Photo by Carrie Koplin]

Primavera Quartet blends sounds

Playing a program of diversified mood styles, the Primavera String Quartet from Manhattan entertained a crowd of the people last night in Saint Mary’s Little Theatre. Violinist Martha Caplin was outstanding as she led the fourth through Mozart’s “Quartet in C Major, K. 465,” Rush Crawford Seeger’s “String Quartet,” and Beethoven’s “Quartet in E minor, Op. 59 No. 2.”

Bruce Oakley

music review

The group, comprised of Caplin, violinist Mitsuru Tsubota, violist Diana Jezurski and cellist Melissa Meeli, brought a subtle energy to the Mozart piece. The selection is one of six the composer dedicated to Franz Josef Haydn, whose Quartets influenced the formulation of Mozart’s works.

The piece builds from a sharply disjointed first movement to an increasingly forceful, harmonious blend of the four instruments, and “Primavera” handled the transfiguration beautifully. The artists were quite successful in bringing to life Mozart’s conception in a four equally resonant voices.

The group’s next offering, a 20th century piece by Rush Crawford Seeger, presented a stunning contrast to the Mozart selection. More akin in emotional quality, and perhaps introspectively as well to the protest songs that made the popular Pete Seeger a force in folk music than to the harmony of Mozart’s piece, Seeger’s work is a study in contemplative tension.

“Primavera” worked masterfully through the varying forms of disunity in the quartet’s movements, which seemed both to protest against an age in which harmony has become impossible. The four instruments worked in a kind of unity of disunity in some sections, each taking an equal part, while at other times a single instrument, usually Caplin’s violins dominated.

Bean’,” “A Foggy Day in Viet-

Trivia Quiz XXIV

I hope you enjoyed last week’s change of pace and kind enough to allow me to carry out a quiz.

Tim Neely

trivia quiz

Things return to the normal state of affairs this week, but first, here’s last week’s answers. You will have to close your eyes when you read the questions. You must answer the question with the exact answer for the pictures with each.

1. Reggar’s Banquet by the Romans (a popular banquet celebrated in Rome).
2. Thick as a Brick by Jethro Tull.
3. Chicago XI.
4. Nasby’s Nuts (this late-60s great band is also known.)
5. Japan—Goodbye Sparrow.
6. Beauty and the Beat by the Go-Go’s.
7. Back to the Egg by Wings (Green, John Lennon, Paul McCartney, and Ringo Starr).
8. Pictures at an Exhibition by Emerson, Lake, and Palmer.
“Like Mother, Like Daughter” may be a way of life for some, but without a daugh­ter’s original strong and independent one of how her mother has influenced her life. A young woman may not emerge into adulthood with her won iden­

Mary Agnes Carey

As a 22-year-old ready to graduate from college, uncertain of what my life will be, I’ve thought extensively about my mother’s life. For she was my age.

After high-school graduation my mother was ready to leave Star City and head directly to Mishawaka (both Fort­towns) for nursing school, an unusual action for a farm girl whose friends were either marrying or staying at home to help with the household. After her medical training helped greatly in the family’s income, the male­dominated household where my father (usually) had the last word, there were more exceptions - she had made them and has enjoyed the years.

But things have changed since her wedding in 1944. The inability to fulfill the impossible mother image causes a woman to feel incomplete. This dissatisfaction arises because she is only loved by God, and is not for being herself. Yet, the woman strives usually in all her relationships to combine the woman she feels she should be and her body. Friday concludes that the basic re­quirement in a woman’s search for identity is the separ­ating of oneself from the illus­sionary requirements imposed by mother.

The aversion also discusses a mother’s proper role concern­ing the education of the child. Friday quotes sex educator, Dr. Mary S. Calderone stating, “...mothers tend to...get between their child’s body and the child’s self. They insert themselves because they ap­parently feel they own the child’s body.” The importance of helping a daughter realize and socialize her own control of her body is closely related to her body image and later independence of perception. Friday also claims that a girl has more difficulty in controlling her own body image because unlike boys, girls are not involved minimal contact with their genitals. Consequently, girls may blame themselves over their sex organs and feel more threatened.

Competition and woman’s relationships with other women are also defined by one’s relation­ship with our mother. Friday concludes, “...sexual feelings for parents of opposite sex plus competitive drives against parent of same sex". Women to compete for men. This idea is expanded, though, by the girl as she struggles for recognition for the limelight, for be in the world with or without daddy’s presence.”

The link has been made on once again and competition among females is ultimate­ly rooted in their search for identity.

In the search for identity, other adolescent girls may feel that the girl’s desire to date rests; bright welcoming alliances to carry us away into a new identity. Friday suggests that these friends take the place of our mother and thus explains why young girls demand “tight friend friendships which are such a famous feature of the latent period.” These friend­ships become all too real and yet, often when an adoles­cent girl wants approval, she receives what the author labels, “The Rules.” "The Rules” put limits on sexual behavior, thereby reducing the threat of sex. Friday concludes that this is different from adolescent boys treatment of sex. Friday explains that is different from adolescent boys treatment of sex. Friday explains that the female body are reinforced by sexual talk. Girls, on the other hand, are extricated from their friends if they surpass the limits clarified by their mothers.

My Mother/Myself explodes the myths about a mother’s love and the process sees women and men. Mothers are ultimately freed from the impossible standards of the madonna image, which is in turn fueling generations of women and men.

Nancy Friday’s research on male and female sexuality has recently gained on the forefront of authorities on a popular American topic, “the search for self.” Published in the book “The Daughter’s Search for Identity, My Mother/Myself,” was released nationwide. Originally intended to be a series of interviews with young mothers and daughters, the study evolved into a deeper work with the interviews, focused on mothers and daughters advisors and the author’s story of her won search for identity.

Stacey Wike

Friday’s opinions give the study subjective overtones which contribute to My Mother/Myself. The book review
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THEATRE

Tired of the Bookstore bleachers, sitting out in the cold, rain and gusting winds? If you are in desperate states and want to find a better pair of seats try out the black tie O’Laughlin Auditorium. Beginning this weekend and continuing next weekend, The Card Index written by one of the foremost contemporary playwrights in Poland will be presented by the Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s Theatre. Seating is limited due to the spectacular seats comes known as bleachers.

Off campus, The Prisoner of Second Avenue continues at the South Bend Civic Theatre. Neil Simon’s is the beginning of this season (sort of like alligators) and seeing as how we are all at the last minute conscious people, it would be highly suggested that no one miss this theatrical experience. We wouldn’t want to be ostracized from society now, would we?

MUSIC

Zing! It hits you in the face like a flash of light and a sleet of music. Chanaqua has the distinction of presenting a group of musicians this Friday night that have that rare quality of being able to do more than just play together. Dr. Zing and the Mohohandlers come to the stage with their unique music that comes from the heart and soul. And there are in a lot of soul in their music. Take first hour or two out and listen to these guys. I hear that an archetypal blues band and sounds of the living, knowing too much about structures. Just a little feel for the beat.

Oompa, oompa, oompa! Do you hear those seventy-six trombones playing in the middle of the night? Do your neighbors think you think you’re in a band (6/8)? If you have a penchant for brass and must hear the metallic sound of a trumpet blasting forth, at Washington Hall, Friday and Saturday nights, you will be present a Festival of Brass. At 7:30 p.m. Friday and continuing at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Saturday, the Notre Dame Brass Ensemble will welcome the University of Michigan, the University of Illinois, Grace College, Michigan State University, Western Michigan College, Eastern Michigan School of Music, and the University of Akron will perform free of charge. Brass ensembles have been known for secular and sacred use. This weekend will prove why.

NAZZ

Magicians are a dime a dozen (and who isn’t these days?) but Mark Davis is one of the best and the Nazz this weekend presents the Mark Davis Show to close out its run. The highlight of the show will be his prediction of the final two teams in Basketball and his rendition of the song “All Buffalo Band”. That great jamming group, coming straight from their successful engagement next to the Washington Hall, are set to grace the stage with their sound. Check it out beginning at 8:30.

MOVIES

This is not the weekend to take the nieces and nephews to the movies. But for the adults who can still remember the group “Arthur and The Godfather”. Part II will probably continue that success but only with your help. Godfather is showing at the Engineering Auditorium Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. If you are getting claustrophobic because of Earth, Friday and Saturday, see the_mojothe. AII Buffalo Band, that great jamming group, coming straight from their successful engagement next to the Washington Hall, at Saint Mary’s and see Arthur. Friday and Saturday at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. Take your pick but whatever do, pick anything

LOOKOUT

If you are extremely interested in the newest innovations in traditional chamber instruments and music, the Indiana New Music Ensemble, a group of professional musicians who specialize in the performance of music written in this century, will present their debut concert on Thursday, April, at 8 p.m. at Munsinger Auditorium at Saint Mary’s College. The instrumentation will include the use of the electric flute, electric cello, and electric piano. One work, inspired by the sounds of whales, is entitled, oddly enough, “Voice of the Whale”. In addition, the group will perform Ravel’s “Bolero” and other contemporary works. Ten songs, “ten poems by William Blake, set to music by English composer Ralph Vaughan Williams. Check this out as the academic scene begins to get you down.
DESPISTE LOSING 68-63 yesterday to a tough Marion College squad, the Saint Mary's track team was successful in placing four more entries into the weekend's state championships. Liz Brady in the 800 meters, Cindy Short in the 400 and 200 meters, the 4 x 200 meter relay team of Teresa Earnsley, Sonya Klein, Elaine Biren and Barb Holusinger, and the 1600-meter relay team of Mortiarity, Brady, Short and Antoine. All are competing in the state meet tomorrow, have places in entries 18 of the 19 events in the state competition - every event except for the 100-meter hurdles.

THE SMC SOFTBALL TEAM is on a roll. Yesterday, the Belles swept another doubleheader, this one from Marion College, 8-2 and 6-4. The Belles have now won ten straight. Mary Bayless was the winning pitcher in the opener, with Teresa McGinnis (two singles) and Mary Beth Moschino (a triple) among the Belles' 8 runs. The Belles picked up the victory in the second game and later owned up to her own cause with a single and a double. Tomorrow will be a busy day, as Saint Mary's will play four games.

THE ND CREW TEAM will host a four-team rowing regatta on Saturday, Oct. 10, at Grand Valley State College, the University of Chicago, and Culver Military Academy. Eight 2000-meter events will be held between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. in various men's and women's categories. The races will be held at the Miahawaka Marina, located on Jefferson Blvd., about six miles east of campus. - The Observer

THE DRAKE RELAYS, one of the most prestigious track meets in America, will provide the competition for the Notre Dame track team this weekend in Des Moines, Iowa. Competition begins today and continues tomorrow, starting at 1 p.m. CDT both days. - The Observer

THE ND/MSC ULTIMATE FRISBEE club will be in action in participating, call Barb at 284-4070 (SMC). - The Observer

THE following season, Milwaukee won the National Invitation Bowl, finishing as a perfect seven-game World Series to the year, and we lost to champion games to one. Bob Turley won Game Seven for the Yankees, and the Braves had to wait 11 years before winning another champi-

In Atlanta and with a new divisional setup, the Braves won the NL West in 1989 with 93 victories, but they lost the last two playoffs to the miracle New York Mets, who went onto win their only World Series. That was 1986.

It has been a long, dry spell for the Braves.

There have been some historic moments at Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium in the past. Bill Terry hit the first home run ever scored at the stadium in 1914, Duke Snider blasted the first Pacific Coast League home run ever at the stadium in 1948, and in 1974, Pete Rose's 4,000th career hit was connected in the stadium.

Among the most historic moments at the stadium on April 11, 1982, the Braves broke the heart of the Dallas Cowboys by winning their 12th game in a row at the start of the season last Thursday. In amassing the dozen victories, they scored an average of 35 points per game while holding the opposition to 2.58.

Most Chambis, Claudell Washington and Dale Murphy have provided the substance of healthy offense, while waiting for stiffing third baseman Bob Horner to return from a torn quadriceps spring slump. Sophomore right-level starter Rich Thompson and veteran reliever Garber have supplied pitching.

"How long can this last?" Chambis politely asked. "We're not fly-by-nighters."

SPORTS BRIEFS by The Observer and the Associated Press.

Classifieds

NOTICES

LOST/FOUND

WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

TICKETS
By EARL RIX
Sports Writer
Notre Dame's track team travels to Des Moines, Iowa, to compete in the prestigious Drake Relays this weekend. Without the services of Paul Doyle, who would be a slight favorite in the decathlon, the Irish probably do not have a chance to win any events, but hope to place in several.

Doyle, who currently has the second-best collegiate decathlon score in the nation, is nursing a damaging achilles tendon. "He would be our best chance for a medal," says sprint coach Ed Kelly.

Notre Dame appears strong in the 4 x 400 relay and the sprint medley relay where Andre Danis, Jacques Eady, Mitch Van Eyken and Van Peary will run in both events. The four-mile relay team of Andy Dillon, Tim Cannon, Jim Tyler and Jim Moyer also has a chance to reach the finals in the hotly-contested meet.

"This and the Penn Relays are the most prestigious relay meets in the country," says Kelly, "and any time you get to the finals it is an accomplishment. It's hard to predict because I don't know where the other teams are strong and where the talent will be stacked up."

The Irish practice Monday, Wednesday and Friday next week before the meet.

The distance medley relay will be comprised of Maccaluay, Ruby, Moyer and Cannon. The Irish have a chance to place in two individual events.

Freshmen Panterson and Chuck Constable, who both placed third in the Indiana inter-collegiates last weekend, will compete in the long jump and high jump, respectively.

The balance of the team travels to Southwestern Michigan where they will compete in an open meet.

continued from page 16

day in the air, finishing 5-of-10 for 65 yards. O'Hara completed 3-of-5 for 56 yards with the first offense, marching 70 yards for a touchdown opposite the second defense.

Tomorrow's format will resemble last week's - the scrimmage will be controlled, giving the coaches a chance to create a particular game-like situation.

The playbook hasn't changed either. "We just hope we're better at the same things we did last week," Lichtenberg said. "The offense moved really well at times, but I was really disappointed in our mental mistakes. We need to improve on that.

"We were moving the ball, and then a holding call, a late snap, an offsides penalty - those mistakes killed us. There's no excuse for that."

Tony Hunter, Tim Marshall and Greg Bell all missed the action last Saturday with injuries. Hunter is still nursing an ankle sprain, but Bell and Marshall are expected to play. Freshman Tom Doegers, who sat out last fall and the first half of the spring following knee surgery, returned to the field this week and may see some time at center.

After tomorrow, the receiver picture may look a little clearer. Juniors Mike Favorite and Bumper Schiro are battling for a claim to the split end job. And because of injuries to Hunter and Pete Buchanan, fullback John Sweeney is doubling at tight end as well, and is pushing Mark Bavaro for playing time there. "John has done a good job at both positions," offered Head Coach Jerry Faust. "He's intelligent enough to handle both."

The Irish practice Monday, Wednesday and Friday next week before winding things up in the 52nd annual intra-squad clash next Saturday.

Drake Relays
ND track team travels to Iowa

Other Irish relay entries include the 4 x 100 team consisting of Eady, Bill Ribera, Van Eyken and Van Peary. The shuttle-hurdle relay team consists of McClaughan, Ribera, Jim Christian and James Patterson. Moyer, Tim Macalauy, Rick Rogers and Tyler will run the two-mile relay for Notre Dame.

The distance medley relay will be comprised of Maccaluay, Ruby, Moyer and Cannon. The Irish have a chance to place in two individual events.

Freshmen Panterson and Chuck Constable, who both placed third in the Indiana inter-collegiates last weekend, will compete in the long jump and high jump, respectively.

The balance of the team travels to Southwestern Michigan where they will compete in an open meet.

...Spring
Braves return to glory days

ATLANTA (AP) - The Atlanta Braves believe, heart and soul, that they have unlocked the door to the glory days of Johnny Manti and Eddie Stanky, the feisty second baseman named of Lew Burdette, Eddie again.

Braves return to glory days

ATLANTA (AP) - The Atlanta Braves believe, heart and soul, that they have unlocked the door to the glory days of Johnny Manti and Eddie Stanky, the feisty second baseman named of Lew Burdette, Eddie again.

US - Last year it was "Tequila White Lightning," this year it's "US." This uptown "group of four" defeated "Tequila..." 21-7 on Wednesday. But the real shocker was a 27-23 victory over "Macri's Monkey Men." Freshman Casey Newell (a native of McKinley) scored 11 in that game and averaged nine points a game over the tournament. Sophomore Bubba Cunningham and Barry Fay and juniors Paul Dranginis and Rob McGarry provide an excellent supporting cast.

Well, there you have them, the eight best teams in this year's tournament. And, now, time for the show.

BOOKSTORE BRIEFS: Scoring times tonight are 9:30 and 10:15 on the bookstore courts. Tomorrow's semifinal games will be at 5 and 6 p.m. behind the ACC. The championship game will be played at 2 p.m. Sunday behind doors. An all-star game featuring the best of the North Quarter against the best of the South Quarter will be played at 1 p.m. Sunday. At 3:30 p.m. tomorrow, the Observer will attempt to defeat WSND for the first time this year, in sporting competition. Four of Bookstore's five past commissionals will attend this weekend's games... Leo Lutz (1978-79) and Tim "bone" Bours (1977-78) will join Rob Simari (1979-80) and myself... "Bookstore boyfriend" Mary Beth Sterling also will return for the festivities.

If you have at least two years of college left, you can speak six weeks at our Army ROTC Basic Camp this summer and earn approximately $600. And if you qualify, you can enter the ROTC 2-Year Program this fall and receive up to $1,000 a year. But the big payoff happens on graduation day. That's when you receive an officer's commission.

Come down and watch, our staff will answer any questions you might have.

For further information call:
Goshen Municipal Airport 533-8245

The Observer - Sports
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SKYDIVE AT
SKYSTREAM

STUDENT FIRST JUMP INSTRUCTION

TRAINING FEES: $65.00 per student training includes ground school, first static line jump, equipment rental, parachute packing, jump master, air lift.

GROUP RATES: Applicable only to individual groups.

10- $75.00

20- $70.00

30- $65.00

40- $60.00

50- $55.00

60- $50.00

70- $45.00

80- $40.00

90- $35.00

100- $30.00

120- $25.00

150- $20.00

175- $15.00

200- $10.00

250- $7.50

300- $5.00

350- $2.50

400- $1.50

450- $1.00

500- $0.50

600- $0.25

700- $0.10

800- $0.05

900- $0.00

GROUP RATE: $65.00 per student training includes ground school, first static line jump, equipment rental, parachute packing, jump master, air lift.

STUDENT FREE FALL: $15.00 jump - up to 450 ft.

INCLUDES JUMP MASTER, EQUIPMENT RENTAL & PARACHUTE PACKING.

STUDENT TRAINING CLASSES: Start 9:00 A.M. Sat. & Sun.

CAMP CHARGE: $10.00 per person.

DEFINITIONS:

STATE LINE JUMP: Student is able to jump over the static line which automatically deploys the chute. A minimum of 3 required.

CLEAN AND PULL: Student jumps and deploys chute immediately by pulling ripcord.

FREE FALL: Delays the pull until 2,750 ft., thus falling for a time reiningstable flight.

RELATIVE WORK (RW): Number of jumpers togethert using freefall to practice teamwork at altitude.

The FAA (FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY) requires every jumper to wear two chutes - one main and one reserve. The reserve must be packed by a FAA certified rigger.

For information call:
Goshen Municipal Airport 533-8245

WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at least two years of college left, you can speak six weeks at our Army ROTC Basic Camp this summer and earn approximately $600.

If you qualify, you can enter the ROTC 2-Year Program this fall and receive up to $1,000 a year. But the big payoff happens on graduation day. That's when you receive an officer's commission.

So get your body in shape (not to mention your bank account) with Army ROTC. For more information, contact your Professor of Military Science.

ARMY ROTC, BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

MAJ Robert McIlhargie
Phone: 239-6264
or 239-6265

The Observer - Sports
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SUMMER STORAGE SPACE

Special discount for NSD/SMC students ($ 10 space $18.50 per month)

CALL 259-0333 to RESERVE SPACE
SELF LOCK STORAGE OF MCKINLEY
816 East McKinley
Mishawaka
Security Patrol Checks
After your last exam, what tough questions will you still be facing?

We don't have your answers.
But we'll learn our questions:
share some of our own:
about who we want to become:
and where we want to journey.
For anyone who has considered:
the path of priesthood.
It's all simple to decipher.
We provide opportunities to ask and explore:
the possibilities or solutions.

---

Hardly the ‘ultimate season’

Sports fans everywhere are on the edge of their collective seats this week, as the “ultimate season” continues. Take a look at the sports pages and you’ll see what I mean.

NHL Playoffs after an 80 game season, who are we left with? Montreal is gone, Edmonton is gone. Minnesota is gone. The Islanders are struggling. The Bruins are in trouble. What’s going on here?

As if this pitiful excuse for a league doesn’t have enough problems, it is now faced with the possibility of a Vancouver-Quebec final. Ah yes. The world’s ugliest uniforms, never having won a playoff series and a ridiculous name wasn’t enough for the Canucks. They want to win.

And at the other end of the map, there are the Nordiques. This team is built around three Czechlovakian brothers, is a refugee from the WHA (remember them?), and is about as exciting as a gray polyester suit.

So instead of Gretzky versus Les Canadiens, we get Ed Muskie versus Steve Martin, Dan Akroyd and the cast of Saturday Night Live. NBA Playoffs. Does anyone really think they can beat Boston in a seven-game series? Philadelphia and Milwaukee have the only legitimate shots — so why not let them play for the right(?) to face the Celtics. It’s just a waste of time to have to suffer through a New Jersey-Washington or a Denver-Phoenix series.

Let’s just give it to Boston by default and let the players get to work making commercials. NFL Off-Season. Well, somebody has to see vacation. But what a vacation this is. Let’s see, Ed Garvey says the players want to strike. Lynn Swann says Ed Garvey doesn’t know what the players want. A New York Times poll says the players don’t even know what the players want.

It’s all simple to decipher. Pay attention, and we’ll straighten it out here. Ed Garvey wants you to make more money for himself. The players want more money — from the owners. The owners want more money — than ever. See?

Baseball — Finally, some sanity. The Bravos are undefeated and the Orioles have lost eight in a row — at least as of last night. Pittsburgh wants to happen. Boston — maybe before the season is over. The Cubs and The White Sox have new uniforms, new scoreboards, new players, and new hopes. Games were snowed out at the beginning of the season rather than during The World Series.

There are rumblings that the Yankees might change managers. Fernando is pushing without a contract, Reggie is back in California, and The Twins lose just as well indoors as they did outside.

Get your All-Star ballots and start punching. Cabell, Hebeck, Hoffman, might be there, and miserable dicta. Yaa might, too.

But there is more, if you look for it. Beyond the “Big Four” there is other news. No one, I mean, all the teams will play night football. The Chicago Sting had to go over time to beat Indiana’s soccer team. Benny Bong won’t be allowed to play at Wimbledon. Peer Couture copped Earl Anthony and Don Carter to win the King Louie Open.

It’s enough to make any self-respecting sports fan take up reading the stock reports.

---

Catch Bookstore
Basketball this weekend

---

Movin’ out?

RENT A RYDER TRUCK

If you’re 18 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a one-way trip — even 1-way — to any city. It’s a real trip.

Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of the semester. With a truck you can take almost everything, 10-speed clothes, on your stuff, and still have plenty of room for one or two other people and their things, so you can share the costs. Compare costs to plane ticket. Or even a bus.

Rent from the best maintained, most dependable fleet in the world — Ryder. The best truck money can rent.

---

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
2715 N. BENDIX DR SOUTH BEND
**The Daily Crossword**

ACROSS
1 Scope or vision
2 Adjust
3 Naval distance
4 Matthew and
5 Belladonna
6 Level of
7 Like rattan
8 Easter
9 Gathering
10 Aware of
11 Vibrato
12 Skilled
13 Cleves
14 Morning
15 Protective
16 Messiah
17 Material
18 Italian
19 Open
20 Springtime
21 Student
22 Break up
23 Brazilian
24 Queen
25 Indian
26 Italian
27 Happy
28 Charlie
29 Passive
30 Bantam
31 Action
32 Ship
33 Fight
34 Godfather
35 Olive
36 Dolly
37 Theater
38 Concord
39 D'Oh
40 Cigarette
41 Leader
42 Shiny
43 Material
44 Enamel
45 Mine
46 Approach
47 April
48 Tickle
49 Corned
50 Oil
51 River of
52 Watch
53 roundup
54 Adjunct
55 English
56 Exigency
57 Room
58 River
59 Call
60 Notre
61 Spanish
62 Plains
63 Leather
64 Classic's
65 Child's
66 Father
67 Oven
68 Abbot
69 Antiquity
70 Amplifier
71 Sharp
72 Size of
73 Sheet
74 Diving
75 Pull
76 Together
77 Beethoven
78 Opus
79 As a guard
80 Bellows
81 West
82 Long
83 Oslo
84 Norway
85 Coffee
86 Maker

DOWN
1 Children's
2 Shell
3 Oxidation
4 Peck
5 Pool
6 Queen
7 King
8 Music
9 South
10 Team
11 Success
12 Joy
13 Love
14 Heart
15 Artist
16 Creator
17 Friend
18 Hill
19 Student
20 Chorus
21 Sun
22 Bunk
23 Star
24 Sadness
25 Scrub
26 Rhyme
27 Green
28 South
29 All
30 Rooms
31 For the
32 Wife
33 Mix
34 Like
35 Eggs
36 Olive
37 Olive
38 Olive
39 Olive
40 Walk
41 Under the
42 On the
43 Near
44 Together
45 Chemical
46 Compound
47 Followers
48 Father
49 Mother
50 Husband
51 Wife
52 Love
53 Love
54 Love
55 Love
56 Love
57 Love
58 Love
59 Love
60 Love
61 Love
62 Love
63 Love
64 Love
65 Love
66 Love
67 Love
68 Love
69 Love
70 Love
71 Love
72 Love
73 Love
74 Love
75 Love
76 Love
77 Love
78 Love
79 Love
80 Love
81 Love
82 Love
83 Love
84 Love
85 Love
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And then there were eight

To trow an expression from Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina, "Last of the Vagabonds," is a fitting description for the Notre Dame team this season. After nearly three years and 445 games, the Irish are in sight for Bookstore Basketball XX. But, thank God, it's not over yet. In fact, the best is yet to come.

Only four teams remain in this tournament. Eight teams that have survived some of the most grueling conditions and the fiercest competition in memory. After tonight, only four will remain. Tomorrow's semifinals will reduce the count to two. And the final Saturday night contest will be crowned.

Wherever the new champions will be, they will have earned the title. Wednesday's games were a testimonial to the excellent talent in this year's tournament. The average victory margin of those games was only four points. And today's quarterfinal matches are almost dead even.

So, in case you haven't been paying close attention the past few weeks, here is the rundown of the Elite Eight and how they got here, in alphabetical order (I can't be playing favorites).

ASSASSINS - The front line of Bob Crabbe, Mike Bosska and Dave Manzarak dominated the midfield, enabling the club to breeze through the Austin Carr Sectional. And for the first time in thirty years, the "Assassins" finally cracked the Elite Eight on Wednesday by defeating "A Touch of Class," 22-18. "I'm glad we got the mug once out of our system," said ed Credit Line Coach Rich O'Leary after the contest. But Bosska, who suffered an ankle injury in Wednesday's game, probably will not play this weekend. Bosska scored seven points despite the injury, and replacing him has been difficult. Considering most of the good players on campus have already played for other teams. However, this team will still be tough to beat. Scott Glacter and Curt Bailey (an all-Bookstore selection last year) will have a tough outside-to-outside challenge. Tony Hunter has Bailey shut 10-12 in the sectional semifinal. Most observers think this club's main weakness is the lack of one of the points. EDDIE O'ROURKE AND THE TRAVELLING STRAGGLERS - Perhaps the team with the most backlash after the 1977-78 season, the tourna­ment, this club allowed an average of only eight points en route to the Colonel Stephens Sectional championship. The club is loaded with big men: Marc Kelly, Tim Koegel, Jim Baron (the Notre Dame assistant basketball coach) and Ed Hjerpe (6-10 graduate student who practiced with his h grupphs' squad this season). But most of this season has come from an unknown - freshman Buster Lopes. Lopes, aimum replacement, didn't pitch his talent this season. Lopes, because of various injuries, has averaged six points and 5.4 rebounds per game. The club is clinching 6-for-11 performances. Baron, with a photon-1977 St. Bonaventure NIT Championship team, is commitment and has proven himself. Irish Lacrosse Program

By KELLY SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

Reaching the "Sweet Sixteen" in Bookstore Basketball is quite an accomplishment but it carries significant for the Notre Dame football team as well. Saturday, Notre Dame reaches the 16th of its 20 scheduled workouts, and it will be as important a practice as the first two.

The Irish will conduct their second - and final - scrimmage before next week's Blue-Gold contest, and player performance tomorrow will weigh a little heavier on the coaches' minds when it comes time to separate the first string from the second.

Second scrimmage may decide 1982 starters

"All three have made some progress," notes Lichtenberg, "but if we had to name a starter today, my opinion is that it'd be Kiel. However, we're still evaluating.

In last Saturday's scrimmage Karcher directed two scores against the No. 1 defense starting from 20 and then eight yards out. Kiel enjoyed a better See SPRING page 12

Irish lacrosse team travels to Ashland

By MIKE SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team is nearing the end of its second year as a varsity sport with hopes of a spot in the Midwest Lacrosse Association championship game.

With three games left to play against division foes, the Irish can clinch a spot in the championship game by winning all three. Also, victo­ries in the first two would ensure a tie for first.

The final games will be played against Ashland College on the road and against Ohio State and Michigan State at home. Ashland and Ohio State are currently tied with the Irish for first place in the division. Because the division winner gets a spot in the championship, victories over each of them would give the Irish the inside track to the game which would be played on Carter Field.

The Ashland game on Saturday would match the Irish against a team that they defeated 12-7 on Carter Field earlier this season. A road trip could serve as an equalizer as the Irish must leave South Bend very early Saturday morning and play the game in Ashland. However, Irish coach Rich O'Leary is not worried about any bad effects from the ride.

"This isn't the first time that we've had to do it," said O'Leary. "I can't see any reason why we can't get up early."

The game against Ohio State will be played on Wed­nesday. According to O'Leary, this should be the toughest game of the three. The Buckeyes are responsible for ND's only loss in the division, a 14-10 defeat in Columbus last week. The teams also met earlier in the year in a tournament in Baltimore. The Irish won that match 14-10.

Michigan State visits next Saturday. Although the Spartans have clinched last place in the division, they could be spotted comparable over "Systers" (the Law School team that didn't play last season) and "T.B. Express" got them to this point. Senior Paul McMenamin probably will control the ball against counterpart opponent "Even less..." but it will be difficult for them to run

See BOOKSTORE page 13
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